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Chapter 12

Distance, Time, and Speed
Do you know which animal is the fastest? You may have heard
that the cheetah is the fastest land animal. A cheetah is able to
run at a top speed of 70 mph (113 kph). But the cheetah is not
the fastest animal on Earth. Scientists have measured the
speeds of peregrine falcons to be over 200 mph (332 kph)!
Falcons reach this top speed when diving through the air toward
prey on the ground. In comparison, the fastest human can reach
a speed of only 23 mph (37 kph) while running over a short
distance. People are able to use their own power to move much
more quickly with a bicycle. The world record speed of a cyclist is
81 mph (130 kph). This record was reached by a person on a
recumbent bicycle in which the rider sits with his or her legs
stretched in front of the body rather than below. Recumbent
bicycles are twice as fast as upright bicycles. One reason is that
they are more aerodynamic. Another reason is pedaling a
recumbent bicycle requires different leg muscles than pedaling
an upright bicycle. These muscles are stronger and allow the
rider to pedal with more force.

1. How can an object’s exact location be described?
2. What is the relationship between distance, time,
and speed?
3. How can graphs be used to represent motion?
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12.1 Distance, Direction, and Position
If asked how far you live from your school, you may say the distance is 5 miles or
8 kilometers. But if you asked where your house is located compared to the school, you
would probably give a different answer. To describe the exact location or position, you
must specify a direction as well as a distance.

Direction
Distance Distance is the amount of space between two points. A distance

measurement does not include information about the direction you
would have to travel to get from one point to the next. If you say you
live a distance of one mile from school, you could mean anywhere on
the circle of points shown in Figure 12.1.

Different ways to To find the exact location of your house, you must give both the
give directions distance and the direction from school. There are several ways of

specifying direction. You might tell someone to turn right in front of
the school, go 4 miles on Main Street, turn left on 7th Avenue, go 3
miles, and stop at 623 7th Avenue, and then walk left to your front
door. The direction words left and right, along with up and down, are
used in everyday life because they are simple to follow. You could also
give directions to your house using the compass directions north,
south, east, and west.

Figure 12.1: All of the points on the
circle are two miles from the school.
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Boston

Navigation Compass directions are printed on maps and used by ships and

planes for navigation. The four perpindicular directions are north,
south, east, and west. Directions in between these four are given with
angles relative to one of the four principle directions. For example, a
pilot flying from New York to Boston must direct the plane at an
angle of 36 degrees north of east (Figure 12.2). This angle is
measured counter-clockwise from east, which corresponds to the way
angles are given in math. This same direction could also be given as
54 degrees east of north. Most compasses are labeled in degrees
clockwise from north.
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New York

36º

Figure 12.2: Boston is a distance of
188 miles (303 km) at a direction of 36
degrees north of east from New York.
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Position
Location An object’s position is its location at one instant in time. A position is
compared to an always given compared to an origin. The origin is a fixed reference
origin point. When giving directions to your house from school, the school is
the origin. The position of your house might be 1 mile north of school.

Positive and Both positive and negative numbers are used to describe position. A
negative positive position usually means in front of, to the right of, or above the
numbers origin. A negative position usually means behind, to the left of, or

position - the location of an
object compared to a reference
point.

origin - a fixed reference point.

below the origin. It is important to define the positive and negative
directions if you are doing an experiment.

Doing If an object is moving in a line, its position is usually given in meters
experiments away from its starting point. For example, suppose you are doing an
experiment with a car on a track. It is easiest to define the origin at
the position where the car starts (Figure 12.3).

Using a number A number line can be used to think about position in straight-line
line motion. The origin is at zero. If you start at the origin and move 3

meters to the right, your position is +3 meters. If you then move 5
meters to the left, your position is -2 meters. You can add each change
in position to calculate your final position.
3 meters right

-4
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-2

-1

0
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Origin

Figure 12.3: It is convenient to

define the origin at the end of the track
where the motion begins.

5 meters left
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1
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Position in two dimensions
Motion in a line, If an object can only move in a line, its motion is called oneon a plane, and in dimensional. Motion on a flat surface (a plane) is two-dimensional.
space How you describe an object’s position depends on whether you are

studying its motion in one or two dimensions. A single number fully
describes position in one dimension. Two numbers are needed to
describe position in two dimensions (Figure 12.4).

One dimension
-2

-1

0

Two dimensions

1

2

y

2

Coordinates Two number lines at right angles to each other are used to show
describe position position in two dimensions. The two number lines make up what is

called an x-y plane. Two numbers, called coordinates, are used to
describe the position. The x-coordinate describes the position to the
left/right or east/west. The y-coordinate describes the position
up/down or north/south.

Position: 1 meter

Position: (1 m, 2 m)
1

x
-2

-1

1

2

-1

y
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3
E

Figure 12.4: The number of numbers
needed to describe an object’s position is
the same as the number of dimensions.

House
(+4 miles, +3 miles)

S
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School
(0,0)
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x

You must define You can describe the position of your house compared to your school
an origin on an x-y plane. Let your school be the origin. It is convenient to

define the positive x-direction as east and the positive y-direction as
north.Your school is 4 miles east and 3 miles north. The coordinates
for this position are (+4 miles, +3 miles).
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12.1 Section Review
1. What two pieces of information do you need to know to get from
one location to another?
2. What is the difference between distance and position?
3. You start at the origin and walk 3 meters east, 7 meters west, and
6 meters east. Where are you now?
4. Give an example of a situation in which you would describe an
object’s position in:
a. one dimension
b. two dimensions
c. three dimensions

A plane takes off in San Francisco
at noon and flies toward the
southeast. An hour later, it is 400
kilometers east and 300 kilometers
south of its starting location.
Assuming the plane flew in a
straight line, how far did it travel?
How many degrees south of east
did the plane fly?

4 km
2 km
N
W

E
S

5. A movie theater is 4 kilometers east and 2 kilometers south of your
house.
d. Using your house as the origin, give the coordinates of the
movie theater.
e. After leaving the movie theater, you drive 5 kilometers west
and 3 kilometers north to a restaurant. What are the
coordinates of the restaurant? Use your house as the origin.
6. Does the origin of an object always have to be at zero on a number
line or x-y plane? Why or why not?

12.1 DISTANCE, DIRECTION, AND POSITION
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12.2 Speed
Speed is the most common measurement used to describe the motion of objects. Saying a
race car, runner, or plane is “fast” is not enough to accurately describe its speed. In this
section, you will learn a precise definition of speed. Once you know an object’s speed, you
can figure out how far it can go in a certain amount of time. Or you can predict how long
it will take to get somewhere.

Speed

speed - the distance an object
travels divided by the time it takes.

constant speed - speed of an
object that travels the same
distance each second.

An example of Imagine two bicycles moving along the road at different speeds. The
speed picture below shows the position of each at one second intervals. The
fast bicycle (the bottom one) moves three times the speed of the slow
one. The fast bicycle moves 3 meters each second, while the slow
bicycle moves only 1 meter each second.

Speed is distance The speed of a bicycle is the distance it travels divided by the time it
divided by time takes. At 1 m/s, a bicycle travels one meter each second. At 3 m/s, it

travels three meters each second. Both bicycles in the diagram are
moving at constant speed. Constant speed means the same distance
is traveled every second. The snapshots are evenly spaced, so you
know the distance traveled by each bicycle is the same each second.
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We depend on cars, buses, trains,
and planes to get us from place to
place at high speeds. But people
living 200 years ago could not
travel so easily. Five miles per
hour is about what a horse can
comfortably go for a long distance.
Compare the lives of people today
with those of people living 200
years ago. Disucss the ways being
able to travel at speeds greater
than ten miles per hour has
changed our everyday lives.
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Velocity
Direction Speed tells you how fast something is moving. Sometimes it is also
important to know the direction an object is moving. An air traffic
controller must keep track of all the planes flying in an area.
Information about the direction each is headed is as important as
knowing the speed.

velocity - speed with direction.

Velocity is speed Speed with direction is called velocity. Like position, the compass
with direction headings north, south, east, and west are often used for the velocity of
planes and ships. The words up, down, left, and right can also be used
to describe velocity.

N
W

Figure 12.5: A plane with a constant

N
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W

600 km/h west

velocity of 600 km/h west moves in a
straight line.Its speed and direction
remain the same.

E
S

Plane A

Plane B

Speed: 600 km/h
Velocity: 600 km/h north

Speed: 600 km/h
Velocity: 600 km/h west

Comparing Two objects with the same velocity must have the same speed and
velocities must be moving in the same direction. Both planes in the diagram

30 mph east

30 mph
north

above have a speed of 600 km/h. Plane A has a velocity of 600 km/h
north, and plane B has a velocity of 600 km/h west. The planes are
moving at the same speed, but their velocities are different.

Constant velocity An object with constant velocity has both constant speed and constant

direction. A plane flying with a constant velocity of 600 km/h north
keeps moving toward the north. The plane can only do this if it moves
in a straight line. Any object with constant velocity must move in a
straight line (Figure 12.5). A car going around a bend at a constant 30
mph does not have a constant velocity because its direction is
changing (Figure 12.6).

Figure 12.6: A car going around a
bend at a constant 30 mph has a
constant speed, but its velocity is not
constant.

12.2 SPEED
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Calculating speed
Speed is distance Speed is a measure of the distance traveled in a given amount of time.
divided by time You calculate speed by dividing the distance traveled by the time
taken. For example, if you drive 150 kilometers in 1.5 hours, then the
speed of the car is 150 kilometers divided by 1.5 hours or 100
kilometers per hour (Figure 12.7). The speed found by dividing the
total distance by the total time is the average speed. A car speeds
up and slows down during a trip as it moves up and down hills, gets
stuck in traffic, and reaches intersections. When talking about speed,
we usually mean the average speed over a certain time period.

average speed - the total
distance divided by the total time
for a trip.

What does “per” The word “per” means “for every” or “for each.” The speed of 100
mean? kilometers per hour is short for saying 100 kilometers for each hour.
You can also think of “per” as meaning “divided by.” The quantity
before the word per is divided by the quantity after it. For example,
150 kilometers divided by 1.5 hours (or per every 1.5 hours) equals
100 miles per hour.

Units for speed Since speed is a ratio of distance over time, the units for speed are a

ratio of distance units over time units. In the metric system, distance
is measured in centimeters, meters, or kilometers. If distance is in
kilometers and time in hours, then speed is expressed in kilometers
per hour (km/h). Other metric units for speed are centimeters per
second (cm/s) and meters per second (m/s). Speed is also commonly
expressed in miles per hour (mph). Table 12.1 shows different units
commonly used for speed.

Table 12.1: Common units for speed
Distance
meters
kilometers
centimeters
miles
feet
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Time
seconds
hours
seconds
hours
minutes
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Speed
meters per second
kilometers per hour
centimeters per second
miles per hour
feet per minute

Abbreviation
m/s
km/h
cm/s
mph
ft/min, fpm

Figure 12.7: A driving trip with an
average speed of 100 km/h
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Relationships between distance, speed, and time
Mixing up A common type of question in physics is: “How far do you go if you
distance, speed, drive for two hours at a speed of 100 km/h?” You know how to get
and time speed from time and distance. How do you get distance from speed and
time? The answer is the reason mathematics is the language of
physics. An equation can be used to calculate speed, distance, or time
if two of the three values are known.

Calculating Let the letter the letter d stand for “distance traveled” and the letter t
speed stand for “time taken.” The letter v is used to represent “speed”

because it refers to the word velocity. You follow the same steps
whether you are calculating speed or velocity. The only difference is
that when giving an object’s velocity, you must include the direction of
its motion in addition to the speed.

Equation gives you
v = d ÷t

speed

d = vt

distance

t = d ÷v

time

if you
know
distance
and time
speed and
time
distance
and speed

Figure 12.8: Different forms of the
speed equation.

SPEED

Speed (m/s)

v= d
t

Distance traveled (meters)
Time taken (seconds)

There are three ways to arrange the variables that relate distance,
time, and speed. You should be able to work out how to get any one of
the three variables if you know the other two (Figure 12.8).

Using formulas Remember that the words or letters stand for the values that the

variables have. You can think about each letter as a box that will
eventually hold a number. Maybe you do not know yet what the
number will be. Once we get everything arranged according to the
rules, we can fill the boxes with the numbers that belong in each one.
The last box left will be our answer.

Solved example problems can be
very helpful when you are studying
for a test. Cover up the solution to
a problem, and then try to solve it
on your own. Fully write out the
steps you follow.
Look at the answer to see if you
are correct. If your solution is
wrong, compare your steps to
those in the example problem.
Figure out where you made a
mistake. Then try to solve the
additional problems below the
example problem.

12.2 SPEED
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12.2 Section Review
1. If something moves at a constant speed, what do you know about
the distance it moves each second?
2. What is the difference between speed and velocity?
3. A ball rolls along the ground at a constant velocity. Describe the
path it follows.
4. What type of speed does the v in the formula v = d/t represent?
5. Calculate the average speed (in km/h) of a car that drives 280
kilometers in 4 hours.
6. You ride your bicycle at an average speed of 15 km/h for 2 hours.
How far did you go?
7. How long (in seconds) will it take you to run 100 meters if you run
at 5 m/s?
8. A boat sails at an average speed of 20 km/h for two days. How far
does the boat go?
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You leave your house at 7:30 AM
to go to school. You arrive at 7:50
AM, and the school is 3 miles
away.
What was your average speed in
mph?
If the speed limit on the road was
40 mph, how long should it have
taken you?
Explain why your calculated time
does not match the actual time it
took you to get to school.
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12.3 Graphs of Motion
Motion graphs are an important tool used to show the relationships between position,
speed, and time. For example, meteorologists use graphs to show the motion of
hurricanes and other storms. A graph can show the location and speed of a storm at
different points in time. The graph can be used to help predict the path of a storm and the
time when it will reach a certain location. In this section, you will learn how to make and
use graphs of position versus time and speed versus time to describe the motion of
different objects.

Position and Time Data
for a Runner
Time (s)

Position (m)

0

0

10

50

20

100

30

150

Position vs. time graphs
Recording data Suppose you are helping a friend who is training for a track meet. She

wants to know if she is running at constant speed during a section of
the race. You mark the track in 50-meter increments and measure her
time at each position during a practice run. The data for your
experiment is shown in Figure 12.9.

Runner’s Position vs. Time

Calculating The data shows that your friend took 10 seconds to run each 50-meter
speed segment. Because the time was the same for each segment, you know

Graphing the You make a graph of the data by plotting the four points on graph
data paper and connecting them with a smooth line. Notice that when

moving from each data point to the next, the graph goes over 10
seconds and up 50 meters. This causes the points to fall exactly in a
straight line. A position vs. time graph that is a straight line always
means the object moves the same distance during each time period. An
object moving at a constant speed always creates a position vs. time
graph that is a straight line.

Position (m)

her speed was the same for each segment. You can use the formula
v=d/t to calculate the speed. Dividing 50 meters by 10 seconds results
in a speed of 5 meters per second.

150

100

50

0

10

20

30

Time (s)

Figure 12.9: The data table and

position vs. time graph for a runner.
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Slope
Comparing You can use position vs. time graphs to compare the motion of
graphs different objects. Figure 12.10 shows the position vs. time graph for

two people running along a 600-meter section of a jogging path. Both
runners start at the beginning of the path (the origin) at the same
time. Runner A takes 100 seconds to cover 600 meters, and runner B
takes 150 seconds. Using v=d/t, runner A’s speed is 6 m/s and runner
B’s speed is 4 m/s. You can see that runner A’s speed is faster by
looking at the two lines on the graph. Runner A’s line is steeper. A
steeper line on a position vs. time graph means a faster speed.

slope - the ratio of the rise
(vertical change) to the run
(horizontal change) of a line on a
graph.

Position vs. Time
for Two Runners

A steeper line on a position vs. time graph
means a faster speed.
a line is the ratio of the “rise” (vertical change) to the “run”
(horizontal change). The diagram below shows you how to calculate
the slope of a line. The rise is equal to the height of the triangle. The
run is equal to the length along the base of the triangle. Here, the xvalues represent time and the y-values represent position. The slope
of a position versus time graph is therefore a distance divided by a
time, which equals speed. The units for the speed are the units for the
rise (meters) divided by the units for the run (seconds) or meters per
second.
rise
run
10 m
=
5s

Slope =
Rise = 10 m

Position (m)

Car A

= 2 m/s

Run = 5 s
0
5

0

Time (s)
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Runner A
400
300
200

Runner B

100

0

25

50

75

10

The slope of
position vs.time is the

speed.

100

125

150

Time (s)

Figure 12.10: A position vs. time
graph for two runners.

Position vs. Time
10

5

500

Position (m)

Calculating slope The steepness of a line is measured by finding its slope. The slope of

600
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Speed vs. time graphs

Constant speed

Constant speed The speed versus time graph has speed on the y-axis and time on the
on a speed vs. x-axis. The graph in Figure 12.11 shows the speed versus time for a
time graph ball rolling at constant speed on a level floor. On a speed vs. time

Calculating A speed versus time graph also can be used to find the distance the
distance object has traveled. Remember, distance is equal to the speed

multiplied by the time. Suppose we draw a rectangle on the speed
versus time graph between the x - axis and the line showing the speed.
The area of the rectangle (shown below) is equal to its length times its
height. On the graph, the length is equal to the time and the height is
equal to the speed. Therefore, the area of the graph is the speed
multiplied by the time. This is the distance the ball traveled.

Speed vs. Time
2.0
1.5

Speed (m/s)

graph, constant speed is shown with a straight horizontal line. If you
look at the speed on the y-axis, you see that the ball is moving at 1 m/s
for the entire 10 seconds. Figure 12.12 is the position versus time
graph for the ball. Both of the graphs show the exact same motion. If
you calculate the slope of the lower graph, you will find that it is 1 m/s,
the same as the speed in Figure 12.11.

0.5
0.0
0

2

4

6

8

10

Time (s)

Figure 12.11: The speed versus time
graph for a ball rolling on a level floor at a
constant speed of 1 m/s.

Position vs. Time

Speed vs. Time

10

2.0
1.5

Area

1 m/s

1.0
0.5

Area

10 s

0.0
0

2

4

6

Time (s)

8

10

Position (m)

Speed (m/s)

1.0

5

Area = (10 s) x (1 m/s) = 10 m
Distance traveled
0

0

5

10

Time (s)

Figure 12.12: The position versus time
graph that shows the exact same motion as
the speed versus time graph above.
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The speed vs. time graph for changing motion

Constant Speed

The graphs in Figure 12.13 show the motion of three different cars for
10 seconds. Each begins at a speed of 20 m/s. The first car moves at a
constant 20 m/s for the entire 5 seconds. The second car speeds up
from 20 m/s to 30 m/s. The third car slows down from 20 m/s to
10 m/s.
Draw a speed vs. time graph that shows the same
motion as the position vs. time graph to the right.

2. Given:

You are given the position vs.
time graph.

3. Relationships:

Speed equals the slope of the
position vs. time graph.

4. Solution:

rise
12 m
=
= 12 m/s
run
4s

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

8

9

10

9

10

Time (s)

Speeding Up
30

20
10

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Time (s)
4

Slowing Down

2

0

1

2

3

30

4

Time (s)

Speed vs. Time

20
10
0

9

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Time (s)

6

Figure 12.13: A speed vs. time graph

3

1

2

Time (s)
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1

0

0
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0

6

The object is moving at a constant speed. The slope equals
the rise divided by the run.
slope =

10
0

Speed (m/s)

You are asked to draw a speed
vs. time graph.

Position (m)

1. Looking for:

Position vs. Time

20

8

Speed (m/s)

Drawing a
speed vs. time
graph

Speed (m/s)

speed for a long period of time. A speed vs. time graph is useful for
showing the motion of an object that is speeding up or slowing down.
If a speed vs. time graph slopes up, then the speed is increasing. If it
slopes down, then the speed is decreasing. If the graph is horizontal,
then the object is moving at a constant speed.

30

Speed (m/s)

Speeding up and The graphs you have been learning about until now have all shown
slowing down motion at a constant speed. But objects rarely move at the same

3

4

can show you whether an object is speeding
up, slowing down, or moving at a constant
speed.
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12.3 Section Review
1. What does the slope of the line on a position versus time graph tell
you about the object’s speed?
2. On a graph of position versus time, what do the x-values
represent? What do the y-values represent?
3. The data table below shows the position and time for kayaker
paddling in a river . Make a graph of the data, and use it to
calculate the kayaker’s speed.

Draw the speed versus time graph
that goes with the position versus
time graph shown below.
Position vs. Time
10

Position (m)

0
2
4
6
8
10

0
6
9
12
15
18

Position (m)

Time (s)

5

0

0

5

10

Time (s)

Position vs. Time
for Two Runners
100

Robin

80

Position (m)

4. The graph to the right shows the
position and time for two
runners in a race. Who has the
faster speed? Explain how to
answer this question without
doing calculations.
5. Calculate the speed of each
runner in the graph to the right.
6. Maria walks at a constant speed
of 2 m/s for 8 seconds.
a. Draw a speed versus time
graph for Maria’s motion.
b. How far does she walk?

60
40

Joel

20

0

3

6

9

12

15

Time (s)
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Roller Coasters: The Physics Behind the Thrills

Chapter 12 Connection

The first roller coaster in the United States was built in 1884
at Coney Island, in Brooklyn, N.Y. A nickel bought you a
one-minute ride and patrons have been paying for that thrill
ever since. Are you among the thrill seekers?
That first roller coaster was all wood and ran in a straight
line. Even if you have not yet ridden your first roller coaster,
you know modern roller coasters have come a long way (and
can be found far from Coney Island). Roller coasters are now
made of wood or steel, and the tracks include a variety of
twists and turns and loops and drops that make the ride
scary and thrilling.

The keys to the thrill factor are velocity and acceleration.
Velocity is the rate at which the position of an object—say, a
roller coaster car—changes. Acceleration is the rate at which
the velocity of an object changes. The thrill of the ride comes
from the sudden accelerations. The fun begins at the top of
the first peak on the track; that is where velocity and
acceleration get their start.
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Materials make a difference
Not so long ago, almost every roller coaster was still made of
wood. But wood has limitations that made those coasters
less popular once steel roller coasters made their debut.
Steel coasters have replaced most of the wooden ones.

The two offer quite different riding experiences. A wooden
coaster is often a rougher and “wilder” ride. This is because
wood tends to be less rigid than steel. A wooden coaster’s
tracks usually move anywhere from a few inches to a few
feet in response to the force of the cars rolling on the rails.
The track is designed to do this; its swaying makes for a
frightening ride, which is what riders want, don’t they?

Main Menu Table of Contents

How a roller coaster makes its thrills
While they have are clearly different, wooden and steel roller
coasters have even more in common. They both rely on rapid
changes in velocity to provide excitement. When your
velocity changes rapidly your body can feel weightless, like
you are falling. You can feel sudden sideways forces, like
trying to turn a corner too fast in a car. You can even feel
pressed into your seat with twice your normal weight. The
challenge to a roller coaster designer is to create rapid
changes in velocity that also keep the rider safe!
Gravity applies a constant downward force on a roller
coaster car. The anticipation builds on the first big hill as the
motor drags the car slowly up to the top. Upon reaching the
top, the car picks up speed as it seems to fall down the first
big hill. The first hill is usually straight so the car gains
velocity by increasing its speed. This is where you feel
weightless, like you are falling because, you are falling!
The next change in velocity comes in the first turn. The
coaster’s tracks constrain the car so it can only move along
the track. A rapid change in the car’s velocity vector is
created by forcing the car to make a sharp turn at high
speed. This is where you feel thrown to one side of the car or
get squashed against your fellow thrill-seekers. The speed of
the roller coaster car stays about the same through the turn.
The change in velocity is in direction, not in speed.

Some roller coasters feature corkscrew-like tracks that whip
the car through a combination of vertical and turning motion
that puts everyone upside down. Here is where you feel
pressed into your seat with more than your usual weight.
This feeling is created by changing the direction of the
velocity vector in the vertical direction, when the car curves
over as it speeds through the corkscrew. Because of the tight
turns and high speeds, corkscrew tracks must be extremely
strong. Wooden roller coasters could not have supported a
corkscrew at the speeds of modern steel coasters.
Most roller coasters rely on the potential energy from the
first big hill. This is converted to kinetic energy in the
motion of the car. As the ride progresses, friction slows the
car down and the speed gets lower. The second and third
hills are lower than the first because the car does not have
enough energy to climb a bigger hill without additional
power.
If you ever wondered how roller coasters have gotten bigger
and bigger as new designs have been introduced, now you
know. Simple physics!

Questions:
1. What is velocity?
2. How does a roller coaster create the sensations of falling,
and being thrown around?
3. How does a roller coaster car move without an engine
powering it?
4. Why do you think the first hill in a roller coaster’s design is the
highest?

UNIT 5 MOTION AND FORCE
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If you are a coaster enthusiast, you know that some wooden
frames include inversions. An inversion is when the roller
coaster’s cars are upside down. And some cars fly through
steeply banked (though not inverted) curves called
“overbanked” turns. Most wooden tracks cannot support
inversions, and overbanked turns don’t work as well in wood.
On wooden coasters, the motion is mainly up and down. That
is more than enough for designers to still create thrilling
wood roller coasters for big amusement parks.
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Chapter 12 Activity

How fast are you?
Speed is how fast
something moves in
relation to a reference
point without regard to
the direction. Speed is
found by dividing the
distance traveled by the
total time the object has
traveled. An object can
travel at a constant rate
or the speed may vary.
When speed varies during a trip, you can find the average
speed for the entire trip. In this activity you and a partner
will each calculate your average speed in different units.

4. Measure at least five evenly spaced positions in meters
along the path you are going to follow. Mark these
positions with tape. For example, if you are running
60 meters, place a piece of tape at the starting point and
at every 10 meters. If you are crawling only 5 meters,
mark off every 1 meter.
5. Start at the origin and move along the length of your
path. Your partner will start the timer once you start
moving. Your partner should record the time for each
marked position. For example at the origin time is zero.
At the 1-meter mark the time might be 2 seconds, at the
2-meter mark the time might be 4 seconds and so on.
6. Record your data in a table like this:
Position (m)

Time (s)

Materials
Tape measure, meterstick, or ruler
Stopwatch or watch with a second hand
Pieces of tape

7. Switch roles and repeat the activity with the other person
moving. Record your data in the table.
8. Make a position vs. time graph to show each person’s
motion. Put both sets of data on the same graph. It might
be helpful to use two different colors to plot the points.

Applying your knowledge
Origin

What you will do
1. Decide how you and your partner will be moving. You can
walk, run, roll, or move in any other way you choose.
2. Find an open area outside, in a hallway, or in another
location where you can do this activity.
3. Mark your starting point (origin) with a piece of tape.
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a. Explain how you can use your graph to figure out who
had the faster average speed.
b. Explain how you can use your data table to figure out
who had the faster average speed.
c. Look at each person’s line on the graph. How can you use
the graph to tell whether you moved at a constant speed?
Did you move at a constant speed? Did your partner?
d. Calculate each person’s average speed in meters per
second and in centimeters per second.

Main Menu
Chapter 12 Assessment

Table of Contents

Vocabulary

Section 12.2

constant speed

slope

origin

speed

position

velocity

Can you use a car’s speedometer (only) to tell if the car is
moving at a constant velocity? Why or why not?

4.

List three common units for measuring speed.

5.

Write the speed equation 3 different ways to find time,
distance, and speed.

Section 12.1

Section 12.2

3.

When an object is traveling the same distance every second it
has a ____.

4.

The ____ of an object is the total distance traveled divided by
the total time for the trip.

5.

____ is the distance an object moves divided by the time it
takes.

Section 12.3

6.

Section 12.1

When comparing two different lines on a position vs. time
graph, how can you tell which object is faster?

7.

Which of the graphs below shows an object that is stopped?

Time

8.

Time

Time

Which of the graphs above shows an object moving at a
constant speed?

Problems
Section 12.1

1.

A number line is defined with positive to the right and
negative to the left. Starting at -12 meters, you walk
7 meters to the right. What is your new position? Are you to
the right or left of the origin?

2.

You define the origin to be the 50 cm mark on a meter stick.
What is the coordinate of an object located at the
75 cm mark on the meterstick?

If left, south, west, and down are negative, then which of the
following directions must be positive?
a.
b.
c.
d.

2.

6.

The ____of a line is the ratio of rise to run.

Concepts
1.

Section 12.3

Position

An ____ is a fixed reference point.
The location of an object compared to a reference point is called
its ____.

Position

average speed

3.

Position

Select the correct term to complete the sentences.

1.
2.

Back

north
up
east
right

Give the coordinates of a pizza shop located 4 miles west and
2 miles north of your house.
CHAPTER 12 DISTANCE, TIME, AND SPEED
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You use an x-y plane to represent your position. Starting at
(+150 m, -50 m), you walk 20 meters west and 30 meters
north. What are your new coordinates?

Section 12.2

speed (m/s)

time (s)

10
5

6
2

The French high-speed train travels at 300 km/h. How long
would it take the train to travel 1500 km at this speed?

6.

Lance Armstrong’s teammate, George Hincapie, averaged a
speed of 33.63 km/h in the 15th stage of the Tour de France,
which took 4 hours. How far did he travel in the race?

7.

A snail crawls 300 cm in 1 hour. Calculate the snail’s speed
in each of the following units:
a.
b.
c.

centimeters per hour (cm/h)
centimeters per minute (cm/min)
meters per hour (m/h)

Section 12.3

8.

8

6
4
2
0

0

1

2

3

4

6
4
2
0

0

1

Time (s)

Time (s)

Position (m)

0
50
100
150
200
250
300

0
250
500
750
1000
1250
1500
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2

3

4

Time (s)

11. Draw the speed vs. time graph that shows the same motion
as each position vs. time graph above.
12. The speed vs. time graph to the
right shows the motion of a
person
on
inline
skates.
Calculate the distance the
person moves.

5
4
3
2
1
0

The chart below gives the position and time data for a boat
in a crew race. Graph the data and find the boat’s speed.
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8

Speed (m/s)

45
100

5.

10. Calculate the speed represented by each position time graph
below.

Use the speed equation to complete the chart:

distance (m)

Draw the position vs. time graph for a person walking at a
constant speed of 1 m/s for 10 seconds. On the same set of
axes, draw the graph for a person running at a constant
speed of 4 m/s.

Position (m)

4.

9.

Position (m)

3.

Back

0

2

4

6

8

10

Time (s)

13. Draw a speed versus time graph for each of the following
situations:

a. A person walks along a trail at a constant speed.
b. A ball is rolling up a hill and gradually slows down.
c. A car starts out at rest at a red light and gradually
speeds up.

